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Central banks: what they can and cannot do
● As the European Central Bank (ECB) looks set to ease its monetary policy even
further on 10 March, the discussion about what central banks can and cannot
achieve is veering into ever wilder directions. Some pundits claim that central
banks have lost much of their erstwhile power; others accuse them of
expropriating hapless savers. Some observers even suggest that it would take a
tighter rather than looser policy to support demand. To assess these claims, we
need to recall some basic points about monetary policy.
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● Monetary policy can influence the fluctuations of aggregate demand around the
long-run trend shaped by supply factors, but it cannot raise the rate of trend
growth, as Japan shows. It is no substitute for structural reforms.

Euro crisis: the role of
the ECB

● In the wake of a great financial crisis, banks, households and companies want to
hold more liquidity. A central bank has to meet the demand for additional
liquidity by expanding its balance sheet. Otherwise, the economy would tank.

Saving the euro: the case
for an ECB yield cap

● Persistent low bond yields reflect the post-Lehman risk aversion of those who
supply and demand investible funds rather than central bank policy. The ECB is
not expropriating savers. Instead, the economy would be weaker and bond yields
would be lower if the ECB were to tighten rather than loosen its policy.
● Monetary policy still works, but in a time of balance sheet repair, it takes a
stronger stimulus to elicit the same response as before. Also, the confidence channel
has become more important and the credit channel less important.
● Loan growth tells much of the ECB story (see chart below). In the boom years
until 2008, the ECB tolerated strong credit growth, sowing the seeds for a nasty
correction afterwards. The recovery that started in 2010 was cut short when the
ECB hesitated in 2011, until it finally acted against the euro crisis in mid-2012. The
credit cycle turned up in earnest only after the ECB edged towards major
purchases of sovereign bonds from mid-2014 onwards. As the credit upturn has
now stalled at a still subdued pace, an additional ECB stimulus makes sense.
Chart 1: ECB policy at work: net flow of bank loans to non-financial sector in the Eurozone
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I. Central banks cannot create growth
Central banks are the monopoly providers of legal tender. As the sole issuers of highpowered money, they are the ultimate source of liquidity in an economy. They set the
conditions at which commercial banks can refinance themselves at the central bank.
Through open market policies, that is through the buying or selling of assets, they can also
inject or withdraw liquidity more directly. Nowadays, such old-fashioned open market
policies are often called “quantitative easing”.

The ultimate
liquidity

source

of

A monetary stimulus is usually transmitted through banks and/or financial markets to the
real economy. If the supply of liquidity is generous, banks may extend more credit while
households and companies may spend more of their liquidity on goods, services or assets.

Mind
the
mechanism

Central banks can influence the fluctuations of aggregate demand around its trend rate.
They can cause booms and busts, or avoid many of them if they run their policy well. But
they cannot create growth in the sense of raising the expansion of supply beyond its trend
rate. Monetary policy cannot cure a structural malaise, it cannot offset the damage done by
bad tax or regulatory policies. For example, Japan suffers from a persistent lack of reforms,
not from a persistent lack of aggregate demand. A sufficiently determined monetary policy
can still deliver a short-term boost even in Japan, as it did in the early stages of Abenomics.
But as Japan has found out time and again for the last 25 years, such short-term effects
wear off fast. Quoting Japan as an example that monetary policy does not work is
misleading. It works as it should, namely in the short term. It just does not work beyond
such a temporary effect. Japan has more of a supply than a demand problem.

Central banks can manage
demand – but they cannot
boost supply

Of course, monetary policy can affect aggregate supply and hence trend growth. Over time,
a well-run monetary policy can underpin confidence and create the right mix of stability
and change that encourages long-term investment. A badly run monetary policy can
damage a country’s supply potential. For example, over-eager central banks can create
excessive booms during which resources are locked into unproductive uses and hence
wasted. Or conversely, by stepping on the brakes too harshly, they may cause an excessive
spike in unemployment which, in turn, renders resources idle as too many unemployed
workers lose skills during their period of inactivity.

Bad demand policies can
harm the supply potential
over time

transmission

II. Is the ECB expropriating German savers? Not at all
Just like a central bank can boost demand temporarily without raising the underlying rate
of trend growth at all, it can depress interest rates or boost asset prices for a short while.
But a central bank’s liquidity policies cannot shift the underlying balance of savings and
investment that determines the real rate of interest for long. If real interest rates are
unusually high or low for more than a few years, we need to look at the supply of and
demand for investible funds rather than the central bank to understand the reasons. The
widespread claim that the ECB “expropriates German savers” is plain wrong. The ECB or
the SNB or the BoJ, which preside over even lower bond yields than the ECB, are not the
real cause of low yields. It is the balance of supply and demand.
In the wake of the great financial crisis of 2008-2009, fear continues to reign supreme.
This holds for the Eurozone, which had gone through the follow-up “euro crisis” in 20112012, even more so than for the US. Scarred by that experience, households and companies
are more eager to save and more reluctant to borrow and invest than before. As a result, the
equilibrium real rate of interest that balances the supply and demand of investible funds is
lower than before. The absence of any serious inflation risk and hence the lack of an
inflation risk premium in real yields adds to that.
Risk-averse savers also prefer low-risk assets, driving yields for German Bunds to absurdly
low levels relative to valuations for other assets. That German life insurers are not earning
the returns they had once promised their clients has much more to do to with such
voluntary or enforced risk aversion than with the monetary policy of the ECB. Interestingly,
US long-term bond yields fell after the Fed raised rates last December as investors became
more risk-averse once again amid concerns about China and other emerging markets.

Low bond yields reflect the
underlying
balance
of
savings and investment
rather than ECB policy

As fear continues to reign
supreme…

…risk-averse investors prefer
low-yielding assets
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III. Monetary policy after a financial crisis
After a financial crisis, households, companies and banks want to hold more precautionary
balances than before. This delays and dampens the transmission of a monetary impulse to
the real economy. As a result, central banks have to expand their balance sheets and offer
more liquidity. Monetary policy still works. But it takes a stronger monetary impulse to
achieve the same result.

Crises drive up the demand
for liquidity

As banks focus on balance sheet repair and households and companies are less eager to
take a credit than before, the credit channel of monetary policy, while not fully blocked, is
less effective than before. Instead, two other channels to transmit monetary policy to the
real economy play a bigger role.

Credit channel less effective
than before

First, exchange rates still react to monetary policy. Just think of the rise in the US dollar
last year as markets started to price in Fed rate hikes to come. Exchange rate moves affect
trade flows and import prices. However, amid a general post-Lehman hesitancy to commit
resources irreversibly to long-term uses, business investment seems to react less to
resulting gains in relative competitiveness. Even the exchange rate channel of transmitting
a monetary impulse to the real economy thus seems to be somewhat less effective than
before.

Exchange rate channel still
works

Second, central banks can stop financial panics and bolster confidence. The US Fed
singlehandedly ended the post-Lehman depression by its decision to buy serious amounts
of bonds in March 2009; the ECB put an end to the systemic euro crisis by announcing its
OMT programme in the summer of 2012. In both cases, the policy initiative worked well.

A matter of confidence

In the wake of a financial crisis, confidence is usually the key channel to transmit a
monetary impulse to the real economy. When confidence is extremely shaky, a strong
signal from the lender of last resort can work wonders. But if confidence is no longer very
fragile, as it was when the US Fed started QE2 and QE3, the impact is much smaller.
Whatever the ECB does this Thursday, the overall economic impact will probably remain
limited. As the hit to confidence from recent market turmoil has only been modest so far,
measures to bolster economic confidence will have only a modest effect.

When
confidence
is
extremely shaky, a strong
signal can make a big
difference

Ultimately, central banks which can inject liquidity into the financial system and buy
financial assets as aggressively as they need to can overcome any blockage in the monetary
transmission mechanism. For example, if scaling up the monetary stimulus through
buying more of the same, as the ECB is probably planning to do on 10 March, does not
suffice, the ECB could theoretically extend its purchases to corporate bonds later on. Unless
the current dent to growth were to turn into a much deeper crisis, large-scale purchases of
corporate bonds including bank bonds or any other really big ECB initiative will probably
not be necessary.

Not out of ammunition

IV. The impact of negative interest rates
As central banks set the conditions for bank access to liquidity, they want to influence the
lending behaviour of commercial banks. That this has an impact on the profitability of
commercial banks is normal. So far, evidence from countries with very negative interest
rates such as Switzerland does not suggest that this renders monetary policy ineffective or
creates major special problems. If a central bank pays banks to borrow from it (negative
refinancing rates), banks can benefit from that. But if the central bank charges banks for
depositing excess funds at the central bank (negative deposit rates), banks may suffer. The
pain is worst for banks that can neither pass on negative deposit rates to their own
customers nor see good opportunities to use their excess funds to lend to the real economy.

Monetary policy has not lost
its power yet

In the Eurozone, widespread suspicions about the health of many banks complicate the
issue, as became evident in the new Eurozone bank scare in February 2016. In such a
situation, markets may believe that the damage of a more negative deposit rate to the
profitability of banks can negate the desired impact from such a negative rate, namely to
entice banks to either step up lending to the real economy or park the excess funds in other
currencies and hence weaken the euro exchange rate. Such concerns about the health of
banks can, in turn, force the banks to become even more risk-averse and lend less rather
than more to the real economy. To ensure that a more negative deposit rate still delivers a
positive monetary impulse, it thus makes sense for the ECB to combine a further cut in its
deposit rate with a targeted measure that is seen as raising the profitability of banks.

But if banks look weak,
central banks need to take
that into account
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Examples could be a tiered deposit rate (smaller penalty for excess deposits at the ECB up
to a certain limit) or a generous long-term refinancing operation that might be especially
attractive for weaker banks.

V. Would rate hikes boost demand?
Some observers suggest that central banks should raise rates in order to stimulate demand,
arguing that banks and households would be better off if rates were higher. That seems
topsy-turvy, to put it mildly. Of course, we would be delighted if rates and yields were to
rise from their extremely low levels in response to higher demand for capital. But higher
central bank rates cannot create the needed additional credit demand in the real economy.
Instead, raising the costs at which banks can refinance themselves at the central bank
while demand for credit remains weak is a recipe for disaster. Amid weak credit demand,
banks could not pass on the higher refinancing costs. Instead, they may get into deep
trouble. Such trouble would spark concerns about systemic risks which, in turn, would
exacerbate economic uncertainty and reduce credit demand. The result would be an
inverted yield curve, with higher rates at the very shirt end controlled largely be the central
bank and lower rates further out the maturity spectrum. A proposal that central banks
should raise rates or tighten other aspects of their liquidity policy in order to augment
aggregate demand smacks of nostalgia for a pre-Lehman world rather than a serious
proposal as to what monetary policy should do under current circumstances.

Hiking central bank rates
while
credit
demand
remains weak would be a
recipe for disaster

Comparing the US to the Eurozone suggests a clear lesson: as the US Fed acted much more
aggressively in 2009-2011 than the ECB, the US economy has recovered more strongly and
much more steadily than the Eurozone. As a result, the US economic upturn is more
advanced and Fed can now gradually raise rates again. Because the ECB put an end to the
euro crisis only in 2012 rather than in 2011 and started to buy sovereign bonds only six
years after the US Fed, the ECB remains behind the curve. It still needs to scale up its
somewhat belated stimulus whereas the US Fed can already scale back its own degree of
monetary accommodation. That the Eurozone has lower bond yields than the US today is
not a result of an overly aggressive ECB policy. Instead, it is the consequence of the ECB
having reacted less aggressively to the challenges of a world scarred by the post-Lehman
experience than the US Fed.

The US economy is stronger
partly because the US Fed
acted earlier and more
aggressively than the ECB

VI. Are central banks blowing up dangerous bubbles?
It is easier to diagnose a bubble after it has burst than before. Across much of the Western
world, neither real estate nor equity prices look particularly stretched. That the rebound
from the 2009 troughs in equity markets has been spectacular tells us more about how
much equity prices had fallen in 2008 and early 2009 than about any potentially serious
overvaluation now. The fact that yields for highly rated sovereign bonds and for top
corporate bonds are very low reflects widespread risk aversion rather than a bubble.

Where is the bubble?

From an economic point of view, the key to watch is credit growth rather than asset prices.
Bubbles blown up by credit are much more dangerous than, say, surges in real estate prices
that are not primarily driven by credit. If borrowers default upon a correction in asset
prices, the damage can hit banks hard and trigger a systemic crisis that is far more serious
than the underlying correction in asset valuations. But credit growth in the Eurozone is still
unusually subdued rather than buoyant, with loans to households up by only 2.1% in 2015
after drops of 0.4% in the two years before. Even in Germany, with its buoyant real estate
market, the acceleration of mortgage lending growth from 2% in 2013 to 2.9% in 2014 and
3.5% in 2015 remains far short of any obvious danger zone. Even from a German
perspective, we find no convincing argument against an additional ECB stimulus.

As credit growth remains
subdued, the risk that the
ECB may be blowing up a
dangerous bubble looks
small
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